High levels of cyber control are now commonly required by insurance providers as conditions of cover. Their goal: to reduce the likelihood that an organization will experience a major cyber incident and make a claim on their cyber insurance policy. In fact, 54% of IT professionals have experienced an increase in the level of cyber controls required to secure cyber insurance over the last year.*

Sophos Managed Detection and Response (MDR) enables organizations to achieve many of the cyber controls that are key to insurability. With Sophos MDR you benefit from both an expert threat hunting and neutralization service and advanced protection technologies:

- **24/7 threat hunting, detection and response service** delivered by Sophos expert operators
- **Sophos extended detection and response (XDR) tool**, enabling you to access live and historic data across your endpoints and your wider environment for macro-level assessment and granular deep dives
- **Sophos Endpoint protection software**, giving you world-leading cybersecurity for your devices and workloads that stops more threats, faster

For more information and to discuss your requirements, speak to a Sophos representative.
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